
A revolution in technology to solve the air quality crisis

What’s different about AirScape?

Introducing AirScape – the world’s most 
accurate, real-time, hyper-local air quality 
network. 

AirScape is an unparalleled dense 
network of sensors, scientifically validated 
and calibrated to ensure that reliable 
information is available in real-time, 
at street level.

A working model in London  
proves the point

The initial installation of 250 award-winning 
sensors across the London Borough of Camden 
is sending data that has 100 times more spatial 
resolution, and refreshes 60 times more 
regularly than the pre-existing network of 
air quality reference stations.

Hyper-local, real-time, reliable  
data platform

Extremely versatile and free to access, AirScape 
creates a picture of the city, making it easier 
to pinpoint the most problematic sources and 
address them. And in a level of detailed, real data 
that didn’t exist until now.

by airlabs

Join us
Be at the forefront of fundamentally transforming 

how we monitor and manage air pollution.

To inspire and empower a generation to make informed quality-of-life 
decisions with accurate and reliable air quality data.

Join our growing list of sponsors
 in our mission to improve health and well-being in 200 urban spaces across the world.

Sponsor the world’s densest 
air quality network

Focus your strategy  
on solving the world’s single 

biggest environmental  
health risk

Celebrate a positive initiative 
that has a clear and positive 

impact on our planet and 
humanity

Build your reputation  
in the fight against  

the air pollution crisis

Satisfy your stakeholders’ 
demands for a sustainable  

ESG framework

213m
Days of life are lost each year  
to disease from air pollution

8m
The global number of  

premature deaths each year

$225bn
The staggering cost  

of air pollution globally
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Dmytro Chupryna
Director – Business Development, AirScape

dmytro.chupryna@airlabs.com

07823 699647

Join us

Pollution affects everyone, everywhere

Air pollution can make anyone seriously ill. We especially need to look after the young, the old and the vulnerable.

Let’s use data to improve the quality of the air that we breathe. A collaboration of public and private enterprise to inform  
the everyday quality of life decisions for better outcomes of health, fairness and inclusivity. 

At AirLabs we provide the most accurate air quality data to communities and decision-makers  
around the world to help them reduce air pollution exposure. 

We believe clean air is a human right
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